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2. Analyzer (SGDK330A/SGDK330B)
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Media type version Description

SD SD version 3.10
4bit
UHS I (up to 208MHz)
SDSC/SDHC/SDXC

SDIO SDIO version 3.10
4bit/8bit
UHS I (Up to 208MHz)
2KByte block size

eMMC eMMC version 5.10
4bit/8bit
HS200 /HS400 (up to 200MHz DDR)
3.3V/1.8V/1.2V

Supported Media List

NOTES: At higher frequency, for example 200MHz, this analyzer might not capture signals correctly
because of noise or cross talk problem. And some host cannot access media correctly if this analyzer�s
mini POD is inserted between Host and Media.
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Difference between SGDK330A and SGDK330B

Log Memory Size eMMC HS400

SGDK330A 256MB Not fully supported (*1)

SGDK330B 1GB Supported

(*1) SGDK330B can save all of protocol information of HS400 mode.
SGDK330A can save only 256Byte (half of one sector) information of HS400 mode.
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Number ID Description

Analyzer

1 Setup Setup

2 Getting Started Getting Started

3. TOP Menu Explanation about Top Menu

3.1 Common Option Host to use Common Option

3.2 eMMC Option Host to use eMMC Option

3.3 Typical setting Typical setting of Option for SD or eMMC

3.4 Histogram How to use Histogram

4 Mini POD Available Mini POD

4.1 Mini POD for SD card SD

4.2 Mini POD for microSD card microSD

4.3 Mini POD for 8bit MMC 8bit MMC

4.4 Wire type Mini POD for eMMC/SDIO Rev2 eMMC/SDIO

4.5 Wire type Mini POD for eMMC/SDIO Rev5 eMMC/SDIO

4.6 Wire type Mini POD for eMMC Rev6.1 eMMC HS400

4.7 Socket type Mini POD for eMMC Rev2 eMMC Socket type

4.8 Dumped resister How to minimize damage to signal integrity

Table of contents
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Number ID Description

Analyzer

5.1 Probe Point Overview Probe point and tuning

5.2 Tuning Menu Tuning menu list

5.3 Tune by CMD19/21 How to do Tune by CMD19/21

5.4 HS400:Tune by Read/Write Data How to do HS400 mode Data tuning

5.5 Manual Tuning Host to do manual tuning

5.6 Tune by Read/Write Data How to do Data tuning except HS400 mode

5.7 Count of CMD19/21 to be checked Explanation of Count of CMD19/21

5.8 Save & Load Probe Point How to save Probe point combination data

6 Save and Load Log information Log format (binary and CSV)

6.1 CSV Option CSV saving option

7 Vender CMD How to define vendor command

8 CRC Error Detected Signal CRC Error signal output

9.1 Start and Stop Start/Stop and Repeat mode

9.2 Auto Retry (Repeat mode) How to adjust Probe Point

10 Search Save LOG information as CSV format

11 Header pin How to define new CMD

Table of contents
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Table of contents
Number ID Description

Analyzer

12 Trigger Menu Explanation about Trigger Menu

12.1 Trigger Position Explanation about Trigger Position

12.2 CRC Error trigger How to use CRC Error Trigger

12.3 External trigger in How to use External Trigger In

12.4 Low Voltage Trigger How to use Low Voltage trigger

12.5 Command Trigger How to use CMD trigger

12.6 Sequential Trigger Explanation about sequential Trigger

12.7 Address trigger How to use Address Trigger

12.8 Busy trigger How to use Busy Trigger

13 Runtime Error How to do if Runtime Error message appear
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1. Setup (1/4)

Main POD MAIN BOX

5V power input

USB Cable

5V power input

Flat Cable

[Step1] Connect Cables (5V Power, USB cable, Flat cable, Mini POD)

[Step2] ] Switch on both POD and MAIN power at the same time. Or switch on POD power, then switch on MAIN power as soon as possible.

Power Slid Switch
Power Switch

Mini
POD

MAIN BOXMain POD
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1. Setup (2/4)

FFC cable setting

Pull up lid and put FFC on connector

Press lid
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[Step3] About 12 seconds later after POD was powered on, Red LED will light.

12 seconds later
after power on

1. Setup (3/4)
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1. Setup (4/4)

[Step4] Run Application software.

If communication between PC and this Emulator is good, number (except all�0�) will be shown on menu bar.

If communication is NO good, �Offline Mode� will be shown on menu bar. In this case, please power off both MAIN and POD. And retry
power on procedure again or check USB cable.

For 32bit or 64bit OS

For 64bit OS
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2. Getting Started (1/4)

[Step2] Set SD Card to Mini POD.

[Step3] Push �START� Button

�START� &
�STOP�

Caution:
If SD card, please check this Box.

If 8bit media, please off this Box.

[Step1] Select �Bus Analyzer(320/330)�
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ID Description

No Event number

Time Event time and interval time from previous Event.

EVENT Event such as CMD, Response, Read, Write.

DATA Argument, Response, Read Data, Write Data

Information Wait time, Busy time, IO voltage, CRC Error information

BUS
Bus width, Bus mode, Frequency.
Frequency value is calculated by measuring period from Start bit to Stop bit of Command, and
divides by 48. So this value is not precise. Please use this value only for reference.

Clock Ncr, Nrc, Nid, Nac.
Nrc after power on is clock count from power on to CMD0 is issued.

2. Getting Started (2/4)

[Step4] Inset Mini POD to Host Product, and let Host access SD card.

[Step5] Push �STOP� Button. LOG will be shown on the PC screen.

[Step6] If �SAVE BIN� button is pushed, LOG information is saved to file in PC.
If �LOAD BIN� button is pushed, saved LOG information is loaded.
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To check whether protocol was correctly captured, please push �s_crc.txt� (double click). �s_crc.txt� tries to find CRC7/CRC16 error in
captured LOG. (Analyzer calculates CRC value by itself, and if input CRC value is not the same as calculated CRC, it displays CRC7/16 error
message at each line.)

[OK case] only POWER event are listed up. [NG case] CRC7/16 error are listed up

If CRC7/16 error are listed up, �Tune Probe point� should be executed to delete such error message.
Please note that some host change output AC timing to find appropriate output AC timing while mounting media operation.
In such case, CRC7/16 error message cannot be deleted.

2. Getting Started (3/4)
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2. Getting Started (4/4)

Data and some CMD/Response information will be shown in POP UP window.

If you need to save these information as TEXT file, please do below steps.
select target line by clicking left mouse button (right button is assigned as line marker operation)
press control C (copy)
paste to text editor (paste)

Bottom line is CRC16 data
1bit mode : 2 byte
4bit mode : 8 byte
8bit mode : 16 byte
4bit DDR mode : 16 byte
8bit DDR mode : 32 byte

S DATA CRC16 E

712ns 203.6MHz (144clk)
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3. TOP Menu (1/4)

(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(5)

(6)
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# ID Description Reference

(1)

Data size to save LOG

Choose Data size to be saved to LOG.
If 512 bytes is chosen, all of Data information including CRC16 information are saved.
If from 4 bytes to 128 bytes is chosen, specified bytes information are saved.
If 0 byte is chosen, any Data information is not saved.

3.1.1

Block size to save LOG Choose Block size to be saved to LOG. If it is 0, all of blocks are saved to LOG. 3.1.2

LOG Memory Size (330B) In case of SGDK330B, LOG memory size can be selected from 256MB/512MB/1GB.
In case of SGDK330A, LOG memory size is fixed to 256MB. 3.1.3

No logging busy event If checked, busy event is not recorded. 3.1.4

No logging Interrupt event
(SDIO) If checked, Interrupt event is not recorded. 3.1.5

SD card or 4bit eMMC/SDIO If target media is SD card or 4bit eMMC/SDIO, please check. 3.1.6

Only Data0 Connected
(SD/SDIO)

Check this box if only DATA0 signal is connected to wire type mini POD. (CLK and CMD
signals should be connected) 3.1.7

SDSC Card If SDSD card is used and also Address trigger is used, check this.box.
If Address trigger is not used, it is no need to check.

CRC Ctrl Push this button to set CRC Error detected signal output mode.
Analyzer outputs Pulse signal from Header pin when CRC Error is detected.

8 CRC Error Detected
signal

Vendor CMD Push this button to add new CMD definition.
Four (4) CMD definitions can be added. 7 Add CMD definition

Layout2
If checked, window layout is changed to mode 2 after application software is restarted.
If not checked, window layout is changed to default mode after application software is
restarted.

Histogram
If checked, Histogram of SD card access is displayed at the below of log window after
application software is restarted.
If not checked, Histogram window is deleted after application software is restarted.

3.4 Histogram

3. TOP Menu (2/4)
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# ID Description Reference

(2)
Probe Point Choose probe point values from Pull Down menu.

5 Probe Point
Setting Probe Point If new Probe Point is needed to make, use this button.

(3)

START If this button is pushed, Protocol Analysis starts. When log area becomes full, old log
data is over written by new log data. 9.1 Start and Stop

STOP If this button is pushed, Protocol Analysis stops and log data is displayed on PC screen.

Auto Retry

If this Button is pushed, Protocol Analysis will start in auto log data saving mode. In this
mode, log data is saved when captured log becomes full and Analysis will restart
repeatedly till STOP button is pushed. Log data will not be saved while log data is being
saved.

9.2 Auto Retry
(repeat mode)

(4)

SAVE CSV Push this button to save LOG information in CSV format.

6 Save and load Log
informationSAVE BIN Push this button to save LOG information in Binary format.

LOAD BIN Push this button to load Binary format LOG file.

3. TOP Menu (3/4)
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# ID Description Reference

(5)

Media is eMMC Check this box if eMMC (including MMC Card) is target media. 3.2.1

VCC Level Choose VCCQ level (IO voltage level)
3.3V,1.8V or 1.2V can be chosen. 3.2.2

DDR Mode at BOOT Check this box if eMMC is DDR mode at Boot phase. 3.2.3

RST_n signal connected Check this box if RST_n signal is connected to wire type mini POD.
If rising edge is found, RST_n event will be recorded to LOG. 3.2.4

Retain BUS mode after BOOT Check this box if �Retain BOOT_BUS_WIDTH and BOOT_MODE values after boot
operation� of target eMMC is set. 3.2.5

BOOT ACK sent Check this box if eMMC media sends BOOT ACK signal at Boot phase. 3.2.6

Only DATA0
mode

Only DATA0
connected

Check this box if only DATA0 signal is connected to wire type mini POD. (CLK and
CMD signals should be connected)

3.2.7
BUS width at

BOOT
Choose bus width at Boot phase.
DDR Mode is specified by �DDR Mode at BOOT�.

HS400: Check Data CRC16 [HS400] If checked, CRC16 of Data is checked while HS400 mode. If not checked,
CRC16 of Data is not checked while HS400 mode. 3.2.8

HS400: Same edge (no check case)
[HS400] This option is valid if Check Data CRC16 is off. If checked, HS400 output
timing from eMMC is supposed the same as HS200. If not checked, 180 degree
delayed. This timing is used for latching CRC status.

3.2.9

(6)
RUN/TRIGGER Change to Trigger menu

Filter/Search Search event from LOG information. 3.6 Search

3. TOP Menu (4/4)
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3.1 Common Option
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3.1.1 Data size to save LOG

This value defines how many bytes per sector are saved to LOG.
If it is 512, all of data with CRC16 code are saved to LOG.
If it is 4, only 4bytes of head of each sector data are saved to LOG.
If it is 0, no data content is saved to LOG.
�2048� is for SDIO.

For example, if it is 4, only 4bytes data contents are saved to LOG as below figure.

Only 4bytes of each sector are saved to LOG.

Exception is eMMC CMD8 (SEND_EXT_CSD) and packed command. In these case, all of 512Byte are stored LOG even if smaller byte is
specified.
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3.1.2 Block size to save LOG (1/2)

Data (512byte+CRC16)

Data (512byte+CRC16)

Data (512byte+CRC16)

Data (512byte+CRC16)

Data (512byte+CRC16)

Data (512byte+CRC16)

Data Size

LOG file

This value defines how many blocks (sectors) in one multiple read/write operation are saved to LOG.
If this value is 0, all of blocks are saved to LOG.
If this value is 1, only one block in one multiple read/write operation are saved to LOG.

�Data size to save LOG� defines byte size, and �Block size to save LOG� defines sector size as below figure.
This is useful to let LOG size minimize, and save more information to LOG if user does not care Data contents itself.
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Accessed block count is displayed here

3.1.2 Block size to save LOG (2/2)

Below figure is sample of �Data size = 4� and �Block size = 3� in multiple read operation (CMD18).
In this case, 128 sectors are read by one CMD18 from media, but only 4 byte of 3 sectors are saved to LOG.
These data information occupy small area in LOG, so many events can be saved to LOG.

4 bytes per sector

3 sectors
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3.1.3 LOG memory size (330B)

SGDK330B has 1GB LOG memory.
If 256MB is selected, only quarter area of 1GB is used to save LOG.
If 1GB is selected, all of 1GB area is used to save LOG.
This value can be selected if hardware is SGDK330B. In case of SGDK330A, this value is fixed to 256MB.

It will take time to upload 1GB data from analyzer to PC. If this value is smaller, time from STOP button pushed till showing LOG to display
can be shorter.

1GB

1GB memory

512MB

256MB
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3.1.4 No logging busy event

If this is checked, Busy event is not saved to LOG.
If user does not care Busy event (busy time), this is useful to let LOG information be simpler.

3 sector information

3 sector information
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3.1.5 No logging interrupt event (SDIO)

In case of SDIO, �DATA1 = LOW� is defined as Interrupt event.
If this is checked, interrupt event is not saved to LOG.

In some situation, interrupt event is saved to LOG as below figure, even though media is SD card.

This reason is some SD card does not set DATA1 signal to High level before Hi Z, and also Host does not pull up DATA1 signal.
In such case, please use this option to remove Interrupt message from LOG.

CMD

D0

D1

CMD12

This SD card does not
set DATA1 to High level

before Hi Z.
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3.1.6 SD card or 4bit eMMC/SDIO

If target media is SD card or 4bit eMMC/SDIO, please check this box.
If target media is 8bit, please off this check box.

SD card or 4bit eMMC/SDIO case

8bit eMMC/SDIO case
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3.1.7 Only Data0 Connected (SD/SDIO)

�Only Data0 Connected� mode is used when wire type mini POD is used to analyze SDIO protocol.
In case of wire type mini POD, CLK, CMD and DATA signals must be connected between test target and wire type mini POD.
This analyzer supports only DATA0 signal connected mode. In this mode, it is no need to connect DATA7:1 to wire type mini POD.

This mode is useful to minimize effort to wire connection between Host and mini POD.

Wire type
Mini POD

Test target

CLK
CMD
DATA0

DATA7:1
OPEN

In this case, displayed data is �E� or �F�.
If 4bit mode, and if DATA0=LOW, then Data is �E�, and if DATA0=HIGH, then Data is �F�.
If 8bit mode, and if DATA0=LOW, then Data is �FE�, and if DATA0=HIGH, then Data is �FF�.
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3.2 eMMC Option
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3.2.1 Media is eMMC

If this is off, analyzer treats captured CMD as for SD or SDIO.
If this is on, analyzer treats captured CMD as for eMMC.
So this check box must be correctly set. Otherwise, analyzer will not be able to capture protocol correctly.
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3.2.2 VCC Level (VCCQ Level)

In case of eMMC, this setting is used to show Power event of VCCQ.

This analyzer has 4 zone VCC level. If VCCQ is changed to other zone, Power event is saved to LOG.

1.2V 1.8V 3.3V
Zone1 0V 0.8V 0V 1.4V 0V 2.0V
Zone2 0.8V 1.1V 1.4V 1.7V 2.0V 2.7V
Zone3 1.1V 1.3V 1.7V 1.95V 2.7V 3.6V
Zone4 Over 1.3V Over 1.95V Over 3.3V

Below table is Voltage definition of each zone.

This analyzer judges whether Host is power off by fixed voltage level. It is less than 1.0V.
This 1.0V does not have any relation with this VCC level setting.
If VCCQ (eMMC) or VCC(SD) is less than 1.0V, this analyzer initializes bus mode setting to 1bit and SDR.
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3.2.3 DDR Mode at Boot

This analyzer judges Bus mode (such as SDR/DDR, 1bit/4bit/8bit) by CMD6 and ACMD6 (SD card case).
If analyzer could not capture CMD6 correctly, analyzer will not be able to capture protocol correctly, because analyzer will use wrong Bus mode.
So this analyzer should be started before Host is power on. Otherwise, analyzer might issue wrong LOG, because analyzer cannot capture CMD6.

In case of Boot phase of eMMC, analyzer cannot judge whether SDR mode or DDR mode, because there is no CMD6 before Boot phase.
So before start analyze, bus mode (SDR or DDR) at Boot should be correctly specified.

If Host does not use Boot mode, it is no need to set this mode.

SDR mode at Boot phase DDR mode at Boot phase

Bus width (1bit/4bit/8bit) is not needed to be set at Boot phase except only DATA0 connected mode.
This analyzer judges Bus width at Boot phase by start bits condition.
If only DATA0 is low, it is 1bit mode.
If DATA3 0 are low and DATA7 4 are high, it is 4bit mode.
If all of DATA7 0 are low, it is 8bit mode.
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3.2.4 RST_n signal connected

If RST_n signal of wire type mini POD is connected to Target Host, please check this box.

If this box is checked, and analyzer finds RST_n == LOW, analyzer initializes Bus mode, for example, 1bit, SDR, etc.

Wire type
Mini POD

Test target

RST_n

Wire type
Mini POD

Test target

RST_n
OPEN
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3.2.5 Retain Bus mode after BOOT

eMMC can retain Bus mode (bus width, SDR/DDR) after Boot operation if eMMC is set this mode.
In this case, Host does not issue CMD6 to change Bus mode after CMD0.
Analyzer cannot judge whether eMMC is this mode or not, so if eMMC is set this mode, please check this check box.

Boot phase
Bus width, SDR/DDR CMD0 The Same bus mode

as Boot phase

Boot phase
Bus width, SDR/DDR CMD0 1bit bus, SDR

Same mode
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3.2.6 BOOT ACK sent

eMMC issues Boot Acknowledge pattern before issues Boot Data if eMMC is set this mode.
Analyzer cannot judge whether eMMC is this mode or not, so analyzer might issue wrong LOG information when it captured Boot Ack.

Boot Acknowledge pattern is �010� on DATA0 signal.
If this box is checked, analyzer will be able to judge this Boot ACK pattern correctly when it captured Boot Ack.

Boot phaseBoot ACK
010 on DATA0 CMD0

(No Boot ACK)

Power
ON

Power
ON

Boot phase CMD0
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3.2.7 Only DATA0 Connected

Wire type
Mini POD

Test target

CLK
CMD
DATA0

DATA7:1
OPEN

In case of wire type mini POD, CLK, CMD and DATA signals must be connected between test target and wire type mini POD.
This analyzer supports only DATA0 signal connected mode. In this mode, it is no need to connect DATA7:1 to wire type mini POD.

This mode is useful to minimize effort to wire connection between Host and mini POD.

In this mode, analyzer cannot judge bus width at Boot phase. So please specify Bus width at Boot phase.

In Only DATA0 Connected mode case, displayed data is �E� or �F�.
If 4bit mode, and if DATA0=LOW, then Data is �E�, and if DATA0=HIGH, then Data is �F�.
If 8bit mode, and if DATA0=LOW, then Data is �FE�, and if DATA0=HIGH, then Data is �FF�.

Wire type
Mini POD

Test target

CLK
CMD
DATA0

DATA7
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3.2.8 HS400: Check Data CRC16

This analyzer always checks whether CRC16 value is correct or not except HS400 mode.
Except HS400 mode, this analyzer makes expected CRC16 value by calculating captured Data, and if captured CRC16 value is not the same
as expected CRC16 value, it shows CRC16 error message. Usually if CRC16 error message appear, it means analyzer could not capture
Data/CRC16 correctly. (or Host or Media issued wrong Data or CRC16 value when hardware trouble occurred)

In case of HS400 mode, this check box defines whether to check CRC16 or not.
Please take case that in HS400 mode, Default mode is No check Data CRC16.

If this check box is OFF, CRC16 is not checked in HS400 mode.
In this case, CRC16 error message does not appear at HS400 mode access.
To identify this LOG was captured by no check mode, at every Data line, [unreliable data] message is added at tail as like below figure.

If this check box is ON, CRC16 is checked in HS400 mode as like other mode.
In this case, CRC16 error message appear if analyzer found captured CRC16 value is the same as expected CRC16 value, which was generated
by calculating captured Data.

CRC16 value is not checked. Captured data is not reliable.

CRC16 value is checked. Captured data is reliable.
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3.2.9 HS400: Same Edge (no check case)

Usually please �OFF� this check box.

If you think analyzer cannot capture �CRC Status� correctly, which is issued from eMMC when write operation, please try this check box
�ON� case.

This check box is valid only when �HS400: Check DATA CRC16� is Off.
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3.3 Typical setting (1/2)

SD card case:
Below setting is to capture and save all of event and data contents in case of SD/SDIO card.

If user wants to capture a lot of event, and does not care data contents itself, please use below setting.
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3.3 Typical setting (2/2)

eMMC case:
Below setting is �all of Data7:0 are connected to wire type mini POD� case.

If only DATA0 is connected to wire type mini POD, and if user does not care Busy time/Read wait time, please use below setting.
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3.4 Histogram (1/3)

If �Histogram on� is on, access histogram is displayed at the below of log window.
Upper side is whole time histogram, and lower side is zoomed in histogram.

whole

zoom

Yellow
Read CMD
(CMD17/18)

Blue
ReadWait time

Yellow box
Read Data
(512Byte)

Example of Read access
CMD17/18 is longer height yellow bar, Read wait time is smaller height blue bar, and 512 byte Read data is middle height yellow box.
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White
Except Read/Write

(CMD12/17/18/24/25)
CMD

Example of Write
CMD24/25 is longer height orange bar, 512 byte write data is middle height orange bar, and write busy time is green bar.
CMD except Read/Write(CMD12/17/18/24/25) is longer height white bar.

Orange
Write CMD
(CMD24/25)

Orange box
Write Data
(512Byte)

Green
Write Busy

Yellow
STOP CMD
(CMD12)

Green
Write Busy

3.4 Histogram (2/3)
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[Long period push]
Move zoom area

[Drag and Drop]
Specify zoom area

[long period push]
Move pointer of log

[up side]
Zoom out

[down side]
Zoom in

[Drag]
Shift time zone

[Double click]
Move histogram
pointer to the
line which is
clicked

Mouse operation

3.4 Histogram (3/3)
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4 Mini POD

Mini POD name Feature Parts no
SD card SDIO eMMC

Not UHS I UHS I Not UHS I UHS I HS200 HS400

Mini POD for SD SGDK330A 01 Yes
Yes

(4bit SD form factor
only)

No

Mini POD for
microSD SGDK330A 02 Yes

(microSD only)

Yes
(4bit microSD form

factor only)
No

Mini POD for 8bit
MMC SGDK330A 05 Yes

Yes
(MMC form factor

only)
No

Wire type mini POD
for eMMC/SDIO

Rev2
SGDK330A 04 Yes Yes Yes No

Wire type mini POD
for eMMC/SDIO

Rev5
SGDK330A 06 Yes Yes Yes No

Wire type mini POD
for eMMC Rev6.1 SGDK330A 08 Yes No Yes No Yes

Socket type mini
POD for eMMC

Rev2
SGDK330A 30 No No Yes No

Active Mini POD list : (at July 2016)
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4.1 Mini POD for SD card

If form factor of Host is SD, please use this mini POD.

4.2 Mini POD for microSD card

If form factor of Host is microSD, please use this mini POD.

4.3 Mini POD for 8bit MMC

If form factor of Host is 8bit MMC type, please use this mini POD. This can be used for 4bit SD card too.
50pin connector for FFC cable is mounted on bottom side, so developing board, whose form factor is SD card, can be inserted to Socket on
upper side.
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4.4 Wire type Mini POD for eMMC/SDIO Rev2

DATA0

DATA1

DATA2

DATA3

DATA4

DATA5

DATA6

DATA7

CMD

CLK

RST_n

VCCQ (1.8V)

GND

This is wire type mini POD for eMMC or SDIO.
Please connect wire between target system and this mini POD.

If Only DATA0 connected mode, it is no need to connect DATA7 1.

In case of SDIO, please connect VCC of SDIO (3.3V or 1.8V) to VCCQ PAD of
this mini POD.

If result of this mini POD is not good, please use Rev5 or Rev6.1.
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4.5 Wire type Mini POD for eMMC/SDIO Rev5

DATA0

DATA1

DATA2

DATA3

DATA4

DATA5

DATA6

DATA7

CMD

CLK

RST_n

VCCQ (1.8V)

GND

This is wire type mini POD for eMMC or SDIO.
This mini POD needs 5V input.
Please connect wire between target system and this mini POD.

In case of SDIO, please connect VCC of SDIO (3.3V or 1.8V) to VCCQ PAD of
this mini POD.

This mini POD is better than Rev2, but not better than Rev6.1.
If test result of this mini POD is not good, please use Rev6.1. (please note
Rev6.1 does not support SD/SDIO)
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4.6 Wire type Mini POD for eMMC Rev6.1

Connect
wires to
these pads

DATA0

DATA1

DATA2

DATA3

DATA4

DATA5

DATA6

DATA7

CMD

CLK

RST_n

VCCQ (1.8V)

GND

This is wire type mini POD for eMMC.
This mini POD needs 5V input.
Please connect wire between target system and this mini POD.

This mini POD does not support SD/SDIO CMD11 sequence, so this cannot be
used for SD/SDIO in UHS I mode. But if VCC of SDIO is fixed voltage (1.8V)
after power on, this can be used for SDIO UHS I mode. In this case, please
connect VCC of SDIO (1.8V) to VCCQ PAD of this mini POD.
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4.7 Socket type Mini POD for eMMC Rev2

6.6mm without Height
Adjust board.
13.2mm With Height
Adjust board.

User board

Interposer
board

Height Adjust
board

eMMC socket
11 x 10 / 11.5 x 13 / 12 x 16

This is socket type mini POD for eMMC.
To use this mini POD, interposer board (eMMC footprint) must be mounted on user board instead of eMMC media.

eMMC media in eMMC socket can be changed easily, so this mini POD is useful to check media performance.

3 kinds adaptors (11x10 / 11.5x13 / 12x16) is bundled. This adaptor can be changed by pushing Socket from top by finger and picking up
adaptor.
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Buffer IC input port damages Host system. In worst case, Host cannot access Media correctly if mini POD is attached.

Every Mini POD has dumped resistors between Host system and buffer IC on mini POD.

If this resister value is changed to large, damage for Host system will become smaller.
Bad influence of larger dumped resister is Analyzer cannot capture signals correctly. This phenomenon depends on IO drive strength of Host
system.

If Host cannot access media correctly, please change dumped resister value to larger value (for example 220 ohm, or 330 ohm in case of
Buffer IC is SN74AVC8T245).

Host

CLK/CMD/DATA

VCC of IO

GND

22 ohm
(default)

Open
(default)

Open
(default)

Buffer IC
(SN74AVC8T245)

REG A

REG B

REG C

VCC of IO

4.8 Dumped resister (1/4)

Media
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Signal SD microSD 8bit MMC Wire type
Rev2

Wire type
Rev5

Wire type
Rev6.1

Socket type
Rev2

SGDK330A xx 01 02 05 04 06 08 30

DATA0 R1 R1 R1 R1 R1 R1 R1

DATA1 R4 R4 R4 R4 R2 R4 R4

DATA2 R7 R7 R7 R7 R3 R7 R7

DATA3 R10 R10 R10 R10 R4 R10 R10

DATA4 R13 R13 R5 R13 R13

DATA5 R16 R16 R6 R16 R16

DATA6 R19 R19 R7 R19 R19

DATA7 R22 R22 R8 R22 R22

CMD R13 R13 R25 R25 R9 R25 R25

CLK R16 R16 R28 R28 R10 R28 R28

4.8 Dumped resister (2/4)

Resister number of Dumped resister
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4.8 Dumped resister (3/4)

Mini POD for SD (SGDK330A 01)
Default value = 22 ohm
Buffer IC SN74AVC8T245

Mini POD for microSD (SGDK330A 02)
Default value = 22 ohm
Buffer IC SN74AVC8T245

Mini POD for 8bit MMC (SGDK330A 05)
Default value = 22 ohm
Buffer IC SN74AVC8T245

Socket type mini POD (SGDK330A 30)
Default value = 22 ohm
Buffer IC SN74AVC8T245
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Wire type mini POD Rev2 (SGDK330A 04)
Default value = 22 ohm
Buffer IC SN74AVC8T245

Wire type mini POD Rev5 (SGDK330A 06)
Default value = 10 ohm

Wire type mini POD Rev6.1 (SGDK330A 08)
Default value = 47 ohm

4.8 Dumped resister (4/4)

Comparator IC
LMH7322

Comparator IC
ADCMP604
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5.1 Probe Point Overview (1/3)

Proper probe point is key point for this analyzer.

This analyzer captures CMD/DATA signals at rising edge of CLK in case of SDR, or at both edges of CLK in case of DDR.
If frequency is slow, for example 50MHz SDR, usually it is no need to do Tune Probe Point.
But if frequency is high, for example 100MHz or over, or DDR mode, usually it is need to do Tune probe Point.
CRC7/16 error message notify customer that current probe point is not correct.

This analyzer can change probe point 0ns 5ns. (CMD/DATA are delayed from 0ns to 5ns, and are latched by CLK edge)

CLK

CMD/DATA

Delay

Maximum : 5ns

0000000000000000000000001111111111111110000000000000000000000000
5ns = 78ps * 64 (1=OK, 0=NG)

NG NGOK

This analyzer has 2 sets of probe point. One is Read Operation (Response and Read data issued fromMedia). The other is Write Operation
(CMD and Write data issued from Host)

Resolution of Probe Point is 78ps. So totally 64 step per 5ns. (78ps * 64 = 5ns)
Analyzer sets center of OK area as Probe Point.
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Media Mode CMD Command/Respon
se Read/Write Data Comments

SD/SDIO
Over 100MHz CMD19 Tune by CMD19/21 Tune by CMD19/21

Less than 100MHz Manual Manual

eMMC

HS200 CMD21 Tune by CMD19/21 Tune by CMD19/21

HS400 Manual HS400:Tune by Read/Write Data

Others Manual Manual

5.1 Probe Point Overview (2/3)

If Host system issues CMD19/21, proper Probe point can be found by �Tune by CMD19 (Read/Write)�.

In case of HS400, probe point for Data can be found by �HS400:Tune by Read/Write data�.

To get proper probe point of �Manual� in this table, it is need to adjust value manually. But it is not difficult.
Usually Valid area (OK area) except Data of HS400 mode is wide enough. Typically 75% area is Valid.
So the point, which is 2.5ns different from NG probe point, is usually OK. if NG probe point is smaller than 32, add 32 to it, if NG probe point
is lager than 32, subtract 32 from it.
Please refer 5.5 Manual tuning.
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Manual

Media

Mode

Tune by
CMD19

Tune by
CMD21

Mode

HS400:Tune by
Read/Write dataManual

Manual

SD eMMC

f>100MHzf<=100MHz

HS200

HS400other

Data

CMD

5.1 Probe Point Overview (3/3)

Tuning Probe

Manual Tuning

Value

Add 32
(2.5ns)

Sub 32
(2.5ns)

V>=32

V<32
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5.2 Tuning Menu (1/5)

Probe points for
Command and
Write data

Probe Points
combinations

Tuning Result

If �Setting Probe Point� button pushed, Tuning menu window displayed.

Probe points for
Response and
Read data

Common
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5.2 Tuning Menu (2/5)

block count to be checked
while tuning by Read Data

1 unit = 64 sectors

Change Polarity of clock
to latch read data.

Probe points
value boxes

Execute Tuning
by CMD19/21

Count of CMD19/21
to be checked while
�Tune by CMD19�

Initialize probe point
value to zero

Probe points
for HS400 mode

Execute Tuning by Read
Data in HS400 mode

Optional Tuning
by Read Data

Common & Probe points for Response and Read data
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5.2 Tuning Menu (3/5)

block count to be checked
while tuning by Write Data

1 unit = 64 sectors

Change Polarity of clock
to latch write data.

Probe points
Value boxes

Execute Tuning
by CMD19/21

Probe points
for HS400 mode

Execute Tuning by Write
Data in HS400 mode

Optional Tuning
by Write Data

Probe points for Command and Write data
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ID Description Reference

Common

Count of
CMD19/21 to be
checked

Specify count of CMD19/21 to be checked while Tune by CMD19/21.
From 4 to 64 can be set. Larger value is better to find proper probe point. 5.7

Initialize value If pushed, all of probe point value are initialized to zero (0).
This initializing is not always need before executing Tune by CMD19/21.

Response and
Read data

Tune by CMD19
(Read)

This is used to find proper probe point of the system whose Host issues CMD19/21.
By this, proper probe point for response and read data will be gotten. 5.3

HS400: Tune by
Read Data

This is used to find proper probe point for Read Data in case of HS400 mode.
By this, proper probe point for Read Data will be gotten. 5.4

Tune by Read Data
This is optional function to find proper probe point for Read Data except HS400 mode.
If it seems probe point for Read data is not good, please try to use this function.
This is effective if signal integrity of Data is not good, because of reflection or cross talk.

5.6

Probe point value
boxes

Probe point value is set to each box which were found by auto tuning. Or user can set probe point
manually.

Probed by Negedge If checked, polarity of CLK edge is changed. If proper probe point cannot be found, try again with
checking this box.

Count (1 255)
While �HS400: Tune by Read Data� or �Tune by Read Data� is executing, multiple read block are
checked. Its block count is 64 * (this count). For example, if this is 255, 64 * 255 = 16320 read block
will be checked to find probe point.

5.4,5.6

5.2 Tuning Menu (4/5)
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ID Description Reference

Command and
Write data

Tune by CMD19
(Write)

This is used to find proper probe point of the system whose Host issues CMD19/21.
By this, proper probe point for Command will be gotten.
In CMD19/21 operation, there is no write data, so the same value of Command is used for Write
data.

5.3

HS400: Tune by
Write Data

This is used to find proper probe point for Write Data in case of HS400 mode.
By this, proper probe point for Write Data will be gotten. 5.4

Tune by Write Data
This is optional function to find proper probe point for Write Data except HS400 mode.
If it seems probe point for Write data is not good, please try to use this function.
This is effective if signal integrity of Data is not good, because of reflection or cross talk.

5.6

Probe point value
boxes

Probe point value is set to each box which were found by auto tuning. Or user can set probe point
manually.

Probed by Negedge If checked, polarity of CLK edge is changed. If proper probe point cannot be found, try again with
checking this box.

Count (1 255)
While �HS400: Tune by Write Data� or �Tune by Write Data� is executing, multiple write block are
checked. Its block count is 64 * (this count). For example, if this is 255, 64 * 255 = 16320 write block
will be checked to find probe point.

5.4,5.6

5.2 Tuning Menu (5/5)
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5.3 Tune by CMD19/21 (1/7)

If CRC7 or CRC16 Error message appeared on LOG, usually it means Probe point is not good.
If such message appeared, probe point must be adjusted.

If Host issues CMD19 (SD) or CMD21 (eMMC), proper probe point can be found by �Tune by CMD19/21�.

At first, by pushing �Tune by CMD19 (Read)� button, find probe point for Response and Read data.
Analyzer checks CRC7 of response, and sets center of OK area as probe point for response.
At the same time, analyzer checks CRC16 of Read Data, and sets center of OK area as probe point for Read Data.

And then, by pushing �Tune by CMD19(Write)� button, find probe point for COMD and write data.
Analyzer checks CRC7 of CMD, and sets center of OK area as probe point for CMD
In CMD19/21 operation, there is no write data, so the same value of CMD is used for Write data.
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Step1: Push �Setting Probe Point� button.

Step2: Push �Tune by CMD19 (Read)� button.

Push �Next� button.

Then, below message box will be displayed.

5.3 Tune by CMD19/21 (2/7)
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Step3: Let Host product do mount procedure (CMD19/21). After finished, push �Next� button. If this analyzer found specified times
CMD19/21, below message box is shown. Then push �Next� button.
If this analyzer did not find specified times CMD19/21, do mount procedure again.

Searched probe point value (response and data[7:0]) are set to �Read Probe Point Value Box�.

Push �OK� button.

5.3 Tune by CMD19/21 (3/7)
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At result window, Tuning Result is shown. �1� is OK, �0� is NG.

This analyze checks 64 times with changing probe point. If CRC7/16 error occurred, it is NG point (�0�). If CRC7/16 error did not occurred, it s
OK point (�1�).

This analyzer sets center of OK points as Probe point.

5.3 Tune by CMD19/21 (4/7)

63 0

NGOK OK

1219

4763 1976 (=64+12)

Center of OK points

5ns (78ps * 64)
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Step4: Push �Tune by CMD19 (Write)� button.

Push �Next� button.

Then, below message box is shown.

5.3 Tune by CMD19/21 (5/7)
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Step5: Let Host product do mount procedure (CMD19/21). After finished, push �Next� button. If this analyzer found specified times
CMD19/21, below message box is shown. Then push �Next� button.
If this analyzer did not find specified times CMD19/21, do mount procedure again.

Push �OK� button.

Searched probe point value (command) is set to �Write Probe Point Value Box�.
Probe point for data[7:0] are filled with the same value of command.

Step6: Push �OK� button. Searched probe point are used for analyze operation.

5.3 Tune by CMD19/21 (6/7)
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While �Tune by CMD19(Read)�, there is possibility that number of �CMD19/21 count� does not increase even though Host issues CMD19/21.

5.3 Tune by CMD19/21 (7/7)

One of possibility of this phenomenon is, Probe point for Command is NG. In such case, Analyzer cannot find Command (CMD19/21) from
Host correctly.
If this phenomenon occurred, please change Probe point for Command manually. (Please Refer to 5.5 Manual tuning )
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5.4 HS400: Tune by Read/Write Data (1/5)

HS400 timing (200MHz DDR) is most critical timing which this analyzer supports.
It might be impossible to find proper probe point for DATA without using �HS400:Tune by Read/Write Data� function.

Default mode of HS400 is �Analyzer does not check Data contents by CRC16 while HS400 mode�.
In default mode, captured data in LOG is not reliable, because captured data is not checked with CRC16 calculation by this analyzer.

So please check �HS400: Check Data CRC16� box before execute HS400:Tune by Read/Write Data.
Otherwise, probe point cannot be found correctly.

Please check this box before execute
HS400:Tune by Read/Write Data.

Before execute HS400: Tune by Read/Write data, please adjust probe point value for Command/Response.
Otherwise, this analyzer cannot find correct Read/Write operation.
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5.4 HS400: Tune by Read/Write Data (2/5)

Step1: Push �HS400: Tune by Read Data� button.

Step2: Power on Host, and let Host do read operation at HS400 mode.
This analyzer checks eMMC bus mode by decoding CMD6. In this tuning procedure, this analyzer checks Read operation in HS400
mode. To let this analyzer be able to judge bus mode correctly, it is need that at first push HS400:Tune by Read Data button, and
then let Host do mount procedure (It is supposed that Host issues CMD6 while mount procedure).

Push Next button.

This analyzer checks multiple Read block to find probe point. Its block count can be specified by below box.
If it is 255, total block count to be checked is 255 * 64 = 16320.
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5.4 HS400: Tune by Read/Write Data (3/5)

Step3: Push �Next� button.
If this analyzer has not yet been captured specified block count, below window appear.
In this case, captured block count is 8704.
If you want to stop this tuning, please push Stop button. In this case, information, which has been gotten till Stop button pushed, is used.

Step4: If specified block has been captured, below window appear.
Push Next Button.
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Result of tuning is displayed at right bottom corner window. �1� is OK, �0� is NG.

Application software sets center of valid area as probe point for HS400 mode.

5.4 HS400: Tune by Read/Write Data (4/5)

If analyzer could not find valid probe point, below message is shown.
In this case, please improve signal integrity, for example, shorten wire length or use coaxial cable (shield cable), etc.
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5.4 HS400: Tune by Read/Write Data (5/5)

Step5: Push �HS400: Tune by Write Data� button.

Other operation is the same as �HS400:Tune by Read Data�. This analyze checks Write Operation in HS400 mode.
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5.5 Manual tuning (1/2)

If CRC7/16 Error message appeared, and also Host does not issue CMD19/21, probe point must be adjusted manually.

Usually Manual tuning is needed for Command and Response. In case of Data, Tune by Read/Write data can be used to find proper probe point.

Usually valid (OK) probe point area for Command and Response is wide, and invalid (NG) probe point area is narrow.
If CRC7 error message appear, it means probe point is set to this narrow NG area.

Please see below sample of 208MHz case. ( �1�=OK �0�=NG. There are 64 points. One point is 78ps. Totally 78ps * 64 = 5ns )
If probe point are shifted 32 (right or left), it is expected that new probe point might be OK.

1111110000000000 0011111111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111111

1111111111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111111 1000000001111111

NG

NG

Move probe point ( 32)

LSBMSB

Move probe point (+32)
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5.5 Manual tuning (2/2)

Probe point can be chosen from pull downmenu by manually.
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5.6 Tune by Read/Write Data

Usually valid probe point for Data is wide except HS400 mode.

But if signal integrity is not good, valid probe point becomes narrow.
Signal integrity is damaged by long wire, signal reflection, cross talk among Data lines, etc.

If it seems probe point for Data is not good, please do Tune by Read/Write data except HS400 mode.

Usage of these buttons are the same as HS400: Tune by Read/Write Data.
Please refer to 5.4 HS400: Tune by Read/Write Data.
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5.7 Count of CMD19/21 to be checked

5ns

This specifies howmany CMD19/21 are checked while Tune by CMD19/21.

If Host issues only 8 times while mount procedure, please select 8 from pull down menu.
But in this case, there is possibility that this analyzer cannot find NG point.
NG point is very important for tuning, because usually opposite side of NG point is Center of OK point. (in case of 200MHz, 5ns)

So larger count is better for tuning.
If Host does not issue many CMD19/21 while mount procedure, please repeat mount procedure while doing Tune by CMD19/21.
If Host issues 8 times CMD19/21, and 32 is selected, please repeat mount procedure 4 times (8*4=32).

All probe point are OK In this case, it cannot find proper probe point
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5.8 Save & Load Probe Point (1/2)

Probe points, which are gotten by tuning procedure, can be saved with adding name.

Push �Add� button if you want to save current probe point value conbination.

Key in Host name and Card name.

Value of probe point boxes are saved to template with name.

Saved
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If column of template is clicked, saved value are copied to value of probe point boxes.

Saved probe point value are listed in pull down menu.
Probe point value can be selected from this pull downmenu too.

5.8 Save & Load Probe Point (2/2)

Copied
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6 Save and Load Log information

If STOP button is pushed after this analyzer captured protocol, LOG information is transferred from this analyzer to PC, and saved to �tmp�
directory. Its name is �montmp.mon� and it is binary format file.

If SAVE BIN button pushed, this montmp.mon file is copied to file whose name is specified by user.
If LOAD BIN button pushed, binary format LOG file is loaded to application software.
This binary format LOG file has all of information which this analyzer captured.

SAVE CSV button saves log information as CSV format file.
This CSV format file does not have all of information which log has.

Save log information as CSV format file

Save and load log information in binary format file
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6.1 CSV Option

ID Description Refer

Save 512byte Data If checked, all of Data information is saved to CSV file 6.2

Add period of data transferring If checked, duration time from start bit to end bit is saved to CSV file 6.3

Remove Busy/Int Event If checked, Busy/Int Event is not saved to CSV file 6.4

Remove Data Event If checked, Data Event is not saved to CSV file 6.5

Save All
Save Range (Marker marker)

If Save All is selected, information of all of area is saved to CSV file.
If Save Range is selected, only specified area (marker � marker) is saved to CSV file. 6.6

Save Command Information File If checked, command information, which is displayed on TOP window, is saved.

Save Busy Information File If checked, busy time information is saved.
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6.1.1 Save 512byte Data

If this box is checked, all of captured 512byte data + CRC16 data are saved to CSV file.
If this box is not checked, these data information is not saved to CSV file.
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6.1.2 Add period of data transferring

On pop up window of Data information, at bottom line, duration time from start bit to end bit is displayed.
If this box is checked, this duration time is inserted after 2nd column.
If this box is not checked, this duration time is not saved to CSV file.

This information is useful to judge CLK signal stopped while data transferring.
In blow case, 2nd line duration is much larger than others. It means CLK signal stopped while 2nd line data transferring.

Pop up window
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6.1.3 Remove Busy/Int Event

If this box is checked, Busy or Int Event is not saved to CSV file.
If this box is not checked, all of Busy and Int Event is saved to CSV file.

This is useful to minimize CSV file size if Busy time is not important for user.

Check Box ON case

Check Box OFF case
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6.1.4 Remove Data Event

If this box is checked, Data Event is not saved to CSV file.
If this box is not checked, all of Data Event is saved to CSV file.

This is useful to minimize CSV file size.
Accessed sector count is displayed following �SC:�.
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6.1.5 Save area to CSV file

It is possible to add Marker or delete Marker to LOG line by double clicking right mouse button.

It Save All is selected, information of all of area is saved to CSV file.
If Markers are defined, and if Save Range is selected, only specified area is saved to CSV file.

Only this area
is saved to
CSV file
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7. Vendor CMD (Add CMD definition) (1/2)

This analyzer can define operation of Vendor unique Command or new Command which will be defined in future.
Four (4) new CMD can be defined.
It is need to specify CMD type (R1b, Read data, Write Data) and Data size.
Please note that if CMD which is already supported by this analyzer is specified again, this new definition is adopted.

ID Description

Active CMD#n (n=0..3) Check the box to activate new CMD.

CMD
Choose new CMD number.
If CMD which is already supported by this Analyzer is specified, this new definition is adopted.
Response type is fixed to R1/R1b, and it cannot be changed.

Type

No Data Choose if CMD is not R1b and not Data Transfer.

R1b Choose if CMD is R1b case.

READ Choose if CMD is Read Data case.

WRITE Choose if CMD is Write Data case.

Data Size
CMD16 Choose if Data Length is defined by CMD16 setting.

4..512 Choose Data Length if it is fixed size.
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7. Vendor CMD (Add CMD definition) (2/2)

This is sample.
If operation of CMD60 63 are following case, please specify values as below picture.

CMD60 Response = R1, No Data Transfer CMD.
In this case, value of �Data Size� is not used.

CMD61 Response =R1b, No Data Transfer CMD.
In this case, value of �Data Size� is not used.

CMD62 Response = R1, Read Data Operation. Data Length is 512Byte.

CMD63 Response = R1, Write Data Operation. Data Length is 512Byte.

check boxes Select CMD
number

In case of no data
transfer, this box is
don�t care
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8. CRC Error Detected Signal

When Analyzer finds CRC Error, Analyzer outputs high pulse signal from Header Pin#0.
It is possible to activate 5 kinds CRC Errors individually.
If all of CRC Errors are activated, high pulse signal is output when any CRC Error is found.

Host SD Card

Analyzer
Header Pin#0

CRC Error

It is possible to set Trigger event for CRC Error, but Trigger function has restriction. It is only one time.
So if CRC Error occur many times, please use this function to find CRC Error position.
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9.1 Start and Stop

[START button]

If it is pushed, this analyzer begins to capture protocol.

If it is pushed again after it was pushed, this analyzer clears captured log and then begins to capture protocol again. This is useful to skip
uploading time for transferring LOG which user does not want to upload by pushing STOP button.

[STOP button]

If it is pushed, this analyzer stops to capture protocol and uploads LOG from this analyzer to PC.

[Stop when the memory is full]

If this box is checked, analyzer stops capturing protocol when Log memory size becomes full.
LOG memory of this analyzer is Ring Buffer memory. Oldest protocol is overwritten by newest protocol.
But in this mode, all of captured protocol are not overwritten, so captured protocol at START button pushed is always remained in LOG.
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9.2 Auto Retry (Repeat mode) (1/3)

Auto Retry is repeat mode.
In this mode, when LOG memory becomes full, this analyzer stops capturing protocol, uploads LOG to PC, and then starts again capturing protocol.
Please note that this analyzer cannot capture protocol while LOG information is uploading to PC (usually it is 1 minute.

If �Auto Retry� button is pushed, below window appear.

If you don�t want to make CSV file, please off �Save CSV Format� check box.
It shorten dead time which this analyzer cannot capture log.
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9.2 Auto Retry (Repeat mode) (2/3)

In this mode, captured LOG is uploaded to PC when LOG size becomes 256MB.
This is repeated till �Cancel� button is pushed.

After push �Cancel� button, please push �STOP� button to upload LOG of final period.

Duration from STOP time to next START time is
dead time, which this analyzer did not capture
protocol. In this case, it is about 30 sec.
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9.2 Auto Retry (Repeat mode) (3/3)

Uploaded LOG are stored to �tmp� directory, which is the same directory of application software exists.

Uploaded LOG size is 256MB.
File name is made from Date.
�montmp.mon� is final period LOG.
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10. Search (1/9)

Search function is used to search specified event from LOG.

File name Description

Search

s_busy.txt Search long busy period or long read latency

s_cmd.txt Search CMD

s_cmd_arg.txt Search CMD and Argument

s_cmd_arg_arg.txt Search CMD and range from Argument1 to Argument2.
This is used to specify address range.

s_cmd48_49.txt Search CMD48 and CMD49 with specifying parameter

s_cmd52_53.txt Search CMD52 and CMD53 with specifying parameter

s_crc.txt Search CRC Error Event

s_crc_card.txt Search CRC Error Event (Response CRC7, Read Data CRC16, Write CRC
Status) which is issued from SD Card.

s_crc_host.txt Search CRC Error Event (CMD CRC7, Write Data CRC16) which is issued
from Host product.

s_err.txt Search any Error Event

s_power.txt Search power event

s_resp.txt Search Response Error Event such as R1 Error

s_trigger.txt Search Trigger Event
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search {
busy 18 100
busy 25 250
busy 12 250

}

scripts/mon/search/s_busy.txt

When Application software is started, it lists up files which exist in �search� directory.
When one of file is clicked, command, which are described in this TXT file, are executed.
Customer can add or modify this TXT file.

When this line is
double clicked,
command is executed.

Command.

10. Search (2/9)
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category File name Command format Description

Busy s_busy.txt

busy 17 100 �busy� searches longer busy event or longer read
latency event.
Application software will ask time when these
command is executed, so please specify value in
ms order.
First parameter is CMD number. (CMD17, CMD18,
CMD24, CMD25 and CMD12)
Second parameter (for example 100 or 250) is not
used by current application software, but please
specify second parameter for compatibility reason.

busy 18 100

busy 24 250

busy 25 250

busy 12 250

10. Search (3/9)
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category File name Format Description

Command s_cmd.txt command

�command� searches CMDs which are specified by Search
Command Dialog.
To add new command to search list, double click CMD of right side
window. To delete command from search list, double click CMD of
search list.

Search list

10. Search (4/9)
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category File name Format Description

Command s_cmd_arg.txt command arg

�command arg� searches CMD which are both CMD and Argument
are matched
Choose CMD number in command list and key in argument value,
then push �Next� button.
Multiple search condition can be set.
After final CMD was set by pushing Next button, push �Cancel�
button, then specified CMD will be searched.

Choose
command

Set specified CMD and
argument to search list

Key in argument value

Execute search command

10. Search (5/9)
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category File name Format Description

Command s_cmd_arg_arg.txt command arg arg

�command arg arg� searches CMD whose argument is between
Argument1 and Argument2.
Choose CMD number in command list and key in Argument 1 and
Argument2 value, then push �Next� button.
Multiple search condition can be set.
After final CMD was set by pushing Next button, push �Cancel�
button, then specified CMD will be searched.

Choose
command

Set specified CMD and
arguments to search list

Key in argument1 (bottom) value

Execute search command

Key in argument2 (upper) value

10. Search (6/9)
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category File name Format Description

Command

s_cmd48_49.txt command_48_49
�command_48_49� searches CMD48 or CMD49 whose argument
matches specified values.
Specify CMD number, Memory or IO, FN and Address range.

s_cmd52_53.txt command_52_53
�command_52_53� searches CMD52 or CMD53 whose argument
matches specified values.
Specify CMD number, Read or Write, FN and Address range.

10. Search (7/9)
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category File name Format Description

CRC

s_crctxt crc �crc� searches CRC Error event.
This command searches all of CRC Error event.

s_crc_host.txt crc_host �crc_host� searches CRC Error event which Host issued.
They are CMD CRC7 Error and Write Data CRC16 Error.

s_crc_card.txt crc_card
�crc_card� searches CRC Error event which Card issued.
They are Response CRC7 Error, Read Data CRC16 Error and
Write CRC Status Error.

Power s_power.txt power �power� searches Power event (power on or power off)

R1 Response s_resp.txt

resp OUT_OF_RANGE
resp ADDRESS_ERROR
resp BLOCK_LEN_ERROR
resp ERASE_SEQ_ERROR
resp ERASE_PARAM
resp WP_VIOLATION
resp CARD_IS_LOCKED
resp LOCK_UNLOCK_FAILED
resp COM_CRC_ERROR
resp ILLEGAL_COMMAND
resp CARD_ECC_FAILED
resp CC_ERROR
resp ERROR
resp CSD_OVERWRITE
resp WP_ERASE_SKIP
resp CARD_ECC_DISABLED
resp ERASE_RESET

�resp� searches ERROR bit = 1 of R1 response.

10. Search (8/9)
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10. Search (9/9)

Searched result can be saved as CSV file by double clicking Right mouse button.
(Left mouse button jumps to target line of LOG window)
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11. Header pin (1/8)

On main POD, there are some Header pins.
From these header pins, encoded signals are output while this analyzer is capturing protocol.
With connecting these header pins and SD signals to Logic Analyzer (external equipment), it is possible to analyze host products
operation precisely.

In case of SGDK330A, these signals are 3.3V CMOS level. In case of SGDK330B, these signals are 1.8V or 3.3V CMOS level.

PIN#23
(GND)

PIN#0

PIN#16

PIN#8

#20 #21 #22 #23

#16 #17 #18 #19

#12 #13 #14 #15

#8 #9 #10 #11

#4 #5 #6 #7

#0 #1 #2 #3

CN20

CN10

CN9

[SGDK330A]
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#0 #8

#1 #9

#2 #10

#3 #11

#4 #12

#5 #13

#6 #14

#7 #15

GND GND

GND

CN5

#16 #24

#17 #”25

#18 #26

#19 #27

#20 #28

#21 #29

#22 #30

#23 #31

GND GND

CN6

[SGDK330B]

11. Header pin (2/8)
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Voltage level of Header pin can be selected by Jumper pin setting.

Jumper setting Voltage level of Header pin

1.8V � Center pin 1.8V

3.3V � Center pin 3.3V

[SGDK330B]

11. Header pin (3/8)
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Header pin definition during Analyzer Mode

SGDK330A SGDK330B Signal Name In/Out Description

#23 GND Grand Level (0V)

#22 #31 External Trigger IN Input
If positive edge or negative edge signal is input to this pin, external trigger in event
occurs.
No connection if trigger in mode is not used.

#21 #30 External Event Input
If positive edge or negative edge signal is input to this pin, external event occurs, and it
is recoded to LOG file.
No connection if external event is not used.

#20 #16 #29 #16 reserved Reserved

#15 #15 CMD Pulse Output High level pulse signal is output when new CMD from Host product is found. While this
signal is high level, signal of #14 #8 are stable.

#14 #14 ACMD ID Output If new CMD is ACMD, this signal becomes high level.
This signal level is kept till next CMD is input.

#13 #8 #13 #8 CMD Output
Host CMD are output in parallel.
Pin#13 is MSB and Pin#8 is LSB.
These signal level are kept till next CMD is input.

11. Header pin (4/8)
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Header pin definition during Analyzer Mode

SGDK330A SGDK330B Signal Name In/Out Description

#7 #7 CMD/Response
Start Pulse Output High pulse signal is output when start bit of command or response is found.

#6 #6 Data Start Pulse Output High pulse signal is output when start bit of Read Data or Write Data is found.

#5 #5 BUSY Start Pulse Output High pulse signal is output when Busy signal is found.

#4 #3 #4 #3 Trigger Level Output Trigger level from 0 to 3 are output.

#2 #2 Final Trigger
Pulse Output High pulse signal is output when final trigger hit.

#1 #1 Each Trigger
Pulse Output High pulse signal is output when each trigger hit.

#0 #0 CRC Error Pulse Output High pulse signal is output when Analyzer finds CRC Error.

11. Header pin (5/8)
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Below fig is sample wave form of signals from header pins and SD signals.
In this case, trigger condition of logic analyzer is ACMD51.

CMD Pulse: High pulse signal is output when 48bit command is input.
ACMD ID: High level signal is output if command is ACMD.
CMD: 6 bit command is output.
CMD Start: High pulse signal is output when start bit of command or response is found.

Command (ACMD51) Response

CMD Start Response Start ACMD + CMD(6bit)CMD Pulse

11. Header pin (6/8)
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Write Data

Write Data BUSY

Below fig is wave form of write data by CMD25.
Data Start: High pulse signal is output when start bit of write data is found.

Below fig is wave form of write data by CMD25.
Busy Start: High pulse signal is output when Busy signal is found.

11. Header pin (7/8)
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If signal level of Header Pin#21(330A)/#30(330B) is changed, this Event is recorded to LOG file.
Please set minimumwidth of high level and low level to greater than 100ns.

This function is used to check timing relationship between media access and certain event of Host product.

[External Event from Header pin]

11. Header pin (8/8)

Host SD Card

Analyzer

1.8/3.3V

Rising
Edge

Falling
Edge

Pin#21/#30

External Event Input
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12. Trigger Menu (1/2)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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# ID

(1) Trigger Point

Set Trigger point.
If 100%, Analyzer sops its operation when Trigger Event is found.
If 0%, Analyzer continues its operation till LOG data size reached to Log
memory size (256MB/512MB/1G).

12.1 Trigger Position

(2) Simple Trigger

CRC Error Check these boxes to activate CRC Error as Trigger Event.
This Trigger occurs only one time. 12.2 CRC Error Trigger

External Trigger Choose appropriate button to activate External Trigger In as Trigger Event.
This Trigger occurs only one time. 12.3 External Trigger

Power Trigger Choose �Use� button to activate Low Voltage as Trigger Event. 12.4 Low Voltage
Trigger

(3)

Sequential
Trigger

Command Trigger Check and Set appropriate condition to activate Command, Argument value
or Response (R1) value as Trigger Event.

12.5 Command Trigger
12.6 Sequential Trigger

Address Trigger Check and set these boxes to activate Address value as Trigger Event. 12.7 Address Trigger(4)

(5) Busy Time Trigger Set timer value to activate �Long Busy Time� as Trigger Event. 12.8 Busy Trigger

12. Trigger Menu (2/2)
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12.1 Trigger Position

Trigger Position can be set by Slide Bar.
If 100%, Analyzer stops its operation when Trigger Event occurred.
If 0%, Analyzer stops operation when captured LOG data size from Trigger Event occurred, becomes LOG memory size.

LOG memory size is 256MB(330A) or 256MB/512MB/1GB(330B).
Size of each event are listed below table.
For example, size of CMD event is 36byte, so if all of event is CMD, totally 7.4M event can be saved to LOG memory in case of 256MB.

Event Size of Event in LOG Number of Event (256MB case)

CMD 36 Bytes 7.4M

Response
48 bit 36 Bytes 7.4M

136 bit 48 Bytes 5.6M

DATA
512 Byte case 572 Byte 470K

4 Byte case 32 Byte 8.4 M

BUSY 16 Bytes 16.8 M
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12.2 CRC Error trigger (1/3)

CRC Error is one of the highest priority Trigger Event.
If this Analyzer found CRC Error, it enters the state of Final Trigger.

[How to set]
Choose CRC Error from 5 kinds CRC Error. It is possible to choose multi kinds CRC Error.
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Negative CRC Status (101)

Below fig is wave form when SD card returns negative CRC status (101).
High pulse signal is output from �Final Trigger� pin.

Negative CRC CRC Error Trigger Hit Signal

12.2 CRC Error trigger (2/3)
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Below fig is log when SD card returned negative CRC status (101).
�CRC STATUS 101 CRC Error� and �FINAL TRIGGER� message are displayed at the point which negative CRC status was found.

12.2 CRC Error trigger (3/3)
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12.3 External trigger in (1/2)

This analyzer has external trigger in function.
External trigger is one of the highest priority Trigger Event.
If Analyzer found External Trigger Event, it enters the state of final trigger.

[How to set]
Choose �Rising Edge� or �Falling Edge� to enable the use of External Trigger in.

Host SD Card

Analyzer

1.8V/3.3V

Rising Edge Falling Edge

Pin#22(330A)/#31(330B)

External trigger Input
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Below fig is sample log of External Trigger is input.
�FINAL TRIGGER� and �Ext Trigger� message is displayed.

12.3 External trigger in (2/2)
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12.4 Low Voltage Trigger (1/2)

This Analyzer records �Low Voltage Event� to log if VCC of host becomes lower than �Minimum Voltage�.
This event is recorded always.

Minimum Voltage

SD 2.70V

eMMC

3.3V 2.70V

1.8V 1.70V

1.2V 1.1V

Minimum Voltage (2.7V)
Host VCC

Detected minimum voltage

Detected minimum voltage is recorded to log.

Drop period
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12.4 Low Voltage Trigger (2/2)

It is possible to set this �Detected Low Voltage� as Trigger Event.
In this case, any voltage value can be set.

If lower voltage than specified voltage is detected and also it kept longer than specified duration, Low
voltage trigger occurs. This trigger hit occurs only one time.
After trigger hit, if lower voltage is detected again, it is saved as Low Voltage Event.
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12.5 Command Trigger (1/6)

It is possible to set CMD, Argument value or Response value (R1) as Trigger Event.

Bit position, which is set to �1� by �Mask�, are compared with �Pattern�.

ID CMD# Argument Response description reference

Command
Trigger

CMD If specified CMD# is found, then Trigger Hit. 12.5.1

CMD + Arg If specified CMD# and Argument value are found,
then Trigger Hit. 12.5.2

CMD + Rsp If specified CMD# and Response value are found,
then Trigger Hit. 12.5.3

R1 Rsp (Pattern Trigger) If specified R1 Response value is found, then
Trigger Hit. 12.5.4

R1 Rsp (Error Trigger)
If any Error bit in R1 Response is found, then
Trigger Hit. Error bit is specified by Response
Mask.

12.5.5
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12.5 Command Trigger (2/6)

12.5.1 CMD Trigger
In this mode, Trigger Hit occurs when specified CMD is found.
In below case, CMD18 makes Trigger Hit.

12.5.2 CMD+Arg Trigger
In this mode, Trigger Hit occurs when specified CMD and Argument are found.
In below case, CMD18 and Argument = 0x00004000 makes Trigger Hit.
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12.5 Command Trigger (3/6)

12.5.3 CMD+Rsp Trigger
In this mode, Trigger Hit occurs when specified CMD and Response value are matched.
In below case, CMD12 and ERROR BIT of Response makes Trigger HIT.

12.5.4 R1 Rsp (Patten Trigger)
In this mode, Trigger Hit occurs when Specified Response value is matched.
In below case, �both OUT_OF_RANG and ERROR are on� makes Trigger Hit.
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12.5 Command Trigger (4/6)

12.5.5 R1 Rsp (Error Trigger)
In this mode, Trigger Hit occurs when any Error bit in Response is ON.
Check target bits are specified by Response Mask.
In below case, any Error bit in Response makes Trigger Hit.

12.5.6 Easy Setup
By pushing �Easy Setup�, R1 Response value can be set.
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It is possible to set Error condition of R1 response as Trigger Event with using �R1 Rsp (Error Trigger)�.

[How to set]
(Setp1) Check �Command Trigger�.
(Step2) Choose �R1 Rsp (Error Trigger)�
(Step3) Set the value to �Response Mask�. Set �1� to Error bit field which you want to set as trigger event.
(Step4) Specify number to �Times And Go to next� field and push SET button.

In below case, all of error bits are checked.
In this case, if any error bit of R1 response is on, Trigger will hit.

12.5 Command Trigger (5/6)
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Below fig is log if Error bit of R1 response is on.
Two Error bits of R1 response are on, so Trigger hit.

12.5 Command Trigger (6/6)
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Analyzer supports 4 level sequence trigger from TRG#1 to TRG#4.
Trigger count value can be set from 1 to 65535 for each TRG#. �0� means NO trigger setting.
When trigger count is reached to �0�, next TRG# is adopted.

Start
TRG#1 when trigger count is reached to �0�, move to TRG#2
TRG#2 when trigger count is reached to �0�, move to TRG#3
TRG#3 when trigger count is reached to �0�, move to TRG#4
TRG#4 when trigger count is reached to �0�, finish
Finish

[How to set]
Following figs are sample of 4 level sequence trigger.

TRG#1 ACMD42 Trigger count = 1 time
TRG#2 ACMD6 Trigger count = 1 time
TRG#3 ACMD51 Trigger count = 1 time
TRG#4 CMD6 Trigger count = 5 times

12.6 Sequential Trigger (1/3)
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Below fig is sample log when 4 level sequence trigger is set.
�TRIGGER� message is displayed at each trigger event except �FINAL TRIGGER� which is final trigger event.

TRG#1 1st trigger

TRG#2 1st trigger

TRG#3 1st trigger

TRG#4 1st trigger

TRG#4 2nd trigger

TRG#4 3rd trigger

TRG#4 4th trigger

TRG#4 5th trigger

12.6 Sequential Trigger (2/3)
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TRG#1 1st trigger

TRG#2 1st trigger

TRG#3 1st trigger

TRG#4 1st trigger

TRG#4 2nd trigger

TRG#4 3rd trigger

TRG#4 4th trigger

TRG#4 5th trigger

Below fig is wave form when 4 level sequence trigger is set.
When trigger event is occurred, high pulse signal is output from �Each Trigger� pin.
When final trigger event is occurred, high pulse signal is output from �Final Trigger� pin.
TRG# value is output from �Trigger level� pins. At first it is �0�. And when TRG# is changed, it is incremented by 1.

12.6 Sequential Trigger (3/3)
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12.7 Address trigger

It is possible to set address as trigger event.
Address value is BYTE in case of standard capacity media, or BLOCK in case of high capacity media (SDHC or SDXC).

[How to set]
Read Address check: Check when address trigger is adopted at read operation.
Write Address check: Check when address trigger is adopted at write operation.
Address range: key in hexadecimal number.
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12.8 Busy trigger

It is possible to set longer busy period of write operation as trigger event.

[How to set]
Key in busy period in us unit.
In below case, when busy period is over 50000us(50ms), it becomes trigger event.

Below fig is sample log when busy trigger (50000 us) is set.
�FINAL TRIGGER� is displayed at when BUSY period is over 50000us.
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Runtime Error message

13. Runtime Error (1/2)

Windows OS shows �Runtime Error!� message if this application software consumed limitation of memory area in PC.
If this message appeared, it is need to minimize Log memory size for example 256MB, increase PC memory for example 16GB, use 64bit OS,
etc.
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OS Application s/w icon measure

32bit OS 32bit application s/w
Use 64bit application s/w on 64bit OS
let �LOG memory size� be smaller, for

example 256MB

64bit OS

32bit application s/w
Use 64bit application s/w
let �LOG memory size� be smaller, for

example 256MB

64bit application s/w
Increase PC memory
let �LOG memory size� be smaller, for

example 256MB

13. Runtime Error (2/2)


